
Chapter
Connecting MIDI 
Keyboards and 
Choosing a Stand
This chapter addresses connecting a single MIDI keyboard to your iPad. For 

connecting multiple MIDI devices, refer to chapter 6. The advantage of using 
an external MIDI keyboard is that you have a physical piano keyboard for note 

entry in addition to using the iPad’s screen. This chapter also reviews iPad stand 
options for the music studio. 

Tip: If you are unfamiliar with any of the music tech terms in this chapter 
or throughout this book, you can look them up online. One excellent option is 
Sweetwater’s Glossary: www.sweetwater.com/insync/category/glossary/.

Choosing Your MIDI Instrument
Before considering ways to connect a MIDI keyboard to your iPad, choose the best 
MIDI keyboard or input device for your use. After you select the MIDI keyboard for 
input, then the proper MIDI adapter should be chosen. If you already have a MIDI 
device you want to connect to the iPad to use with music apps, then you are ready to 
select the MIDI interface. 

MIDI Keyboard Types 
There are two categories of MIDI keyboards: those that only connect via USB and 
those that connect via MIDI in and MIDI out ports from the instrument. 

Step 1: Choose the MIDI Keyboard,  
Type of Keys, and Features
There are several considerations when selecting the best MIDI keyboard: features, 
size, and price. After choosing the best keyboard, select the appropriate connecting 
device, covered later in this chapter. 
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Keyboard Portability
If size and footprint of the keyboard is a main consideration, then consider purchasing 
a compact keyboard controller. This includes keyboards with mini- and full-size piano 
keys and other features. 

Tip: When purchasing gear, be sure to buy from an authorized reseller, as you 
will get the advantages of tech support and knowledgeable sales people. I do 
purchase items from places like Amazon.com and eBay.com; however, when it 
is a piece of gear that may require some tech support, purchasing from a music 
reseller is the best way to go. Companies such as www.sweetwater.com and 
www.musiciansfriend.com, as well as stores such as www.guitarcenter.com, offer 
discounts and support on music gear. 

Mini-Size Keys
The smallest option is to go with a keyboard featuring mini-sized piano keys. The 
advantage is that these devices can fit in a coat pocket. The disadvantage is that the 
keys are smaller than normal piano keys or full-sized keys. The cheapest ones have 
very little more than just the piano keys. Other options include pitch bend and other 
knobs and controls on the keyboard. 

iRig KEYS with Lightning ($129.99 list price)
www.ikmultimedia.com/products/irigkeys/ 

The iRig KEYS with Lightning connects directly to the iPad Lightning connector. It 
does not require any other connector or interface, as long as you are going direct to 
the iPad. It also includes a 30-pin plug, so it can attach directly to iPads with this plug 
configuration. The specs include 37 keys or three octaves, it takes up minimal space 
on your desktop, and it can easily fit in a backpack or carry-on bag. Features include:
• Modulation and pitch bend wheels.
• Volume/Data knob (assignable).
• Octave/Program Up/Down back-lit, soft-touch buttons.
• SET button to store and recall four different customized setups.
• Input for an optional sustain or expression pedal.
• Core MIDI (iOS) and USB class compliant (Mac/PC)—plug and play.

Figure 2.1. iRig KEYS with Lightning. 
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VIDEO 2.1. IRIG KEYS WITH LIGHTNING DEMO. 

Novation Launchkey Mini ($124.99 list price) 
http://global.novationmusic.com/midi-controllers/launchkey 

The Novation Launchkey Mini includes 25 synth-action keys for two octaves to play 
with at a time. In addition there are 16 tricolor pads to trigger loops, launch samples, 
and input drums or other instruments. Novation Launchkey and Launchpad apps are 
available for free from the Apple App Store. Compatible with iPad via the Camera 
Connection USB Kit (introduced later in this chapter). 

VIDEO 2.2. NOVATION LAUNCHKEY MINI DEMO. 

Figure 2.2 
http://youtu.be/Ibgx-aeJ0lM 

Figure 2.4 
http://youtu.be/0YCxhxWasl8 

Figure 2.3. Novation Launchkey Mini.
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Tip: To view other options in the mini-sized keyboard area, go to your favorite 
music store or website and search for “iPad/iPhone Mini Keyboard Controllers.”

Full-Sized Keyboards with 25 or 37 Keys
The next category is portable keyboards with full-sized keys. These options are 
usually 25-key or two-octave keyboards that include various other options. 

Novation Launchkey 25 ($199 list price)
http://global.novationmusic.com/midi-controllers/launchkey 

The Novation Launchkey series has an option similar to the Launchkey mini mentioned 
previously, except that the keyboard has 25 full-sized keys or two octaves. It requires 
the Apple Camera Connection Kit. 

IK Multimedia iRig KEYS PRO ($149 list price)
www.ikmultimedia.com/products/irigkeyspro/

IK Multimedia has an option similar to the iRig KEYS with Lightning model mentioned 
previously. The difference is that the keyboard has 37 full-sized keys, or three octaves. 
It also comes with cables that connect directly to the iPad via either 30-pin or Lightning. 

Line 6 Mobile Keys 25 ($149 list price)
http://line6.com/mobilekeys/ 

The Mobile Keys 25 gives you 25 velocity-sensitive, synth-action keys (two octaves) in 
a class compliant design that makes it compatible with virtually any music software 
or iOS app. There are even inputs for expression and sustain pedals for more control 
over your sound. 

Tip: All of the iOS-compatible MIDI keyboards will also work with a Mac or 
Windows computer. However, there are some MIDI controller models that require 
power via USB, such as the Akai, M-Audio, and others not specifically designed 
for iOS use. You can use most of these keyboards with your iPad, but you will 
need to connect them from a powered USB hub. The powered USB hub supplies 
the power to the device. For example, a Korg Nano requires USB power that 
the iPad cannot supply. So connect the Nano to a USB-powered hub (http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/USB_hub), and then connect the powered hub to the iPad 
via the Apple Camera Connection Kit adapter. 

Figure 2.5. Line 6 Mobile Keys 25.
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Full-Sized Keys: 49 or More 
The next option is a keyboard that is not portable, so it won’t fit in your briefcase, purse, 
or carry-on bag. These keyboards are designed for studio use, and they provide full-sized 
keys with four or more octaves, so they can more easily be played with two hands. 

Novation LaunchKey 49 ($249 list price)  
and Novation LaunchKey 61 ($299 list price)
http://global.novationmusic.com/midi-controllers/launchkey

Novation’s Launchkey 49 and 61 USB/iOS MIDI controllers provide the ability to 
comfortably play two-handed parts. The keyboard has 49 synth-style keys, or four 
octaves, and the 61 has five octaves. Also included are nine faders and buttons, eight 
encoders, and dedicated transport controls. Sixteen velocity-sensitive, multicolor 
trigger pads let you play percussion, or start loops. Simply connect it to your iPad 
via the one of the options mentioned later in this chapter, and you are ready to enter 
via this instrument into music apps such as GarageBand, as well as Novation’s free 
Launchkey and Launchpad iPad apps. 

Line 6 Mobile Keys 49 ($199 list price)
http://line6.com/mobilekeys/

Connect it to your USB-equipped computer, your iPad, or your iPhone, and take control 
of your software instruments anytime, anywhere. The Mobile Keys 49 gives you 49 
keys (four octaves) of velocity-sensitive, synth-action keys in a class compliant design 
that makes it compatible with virtually any music software or iOS app. There are 
inputs for expression and sustain pedals for even more control over your sound.

Figure 2.6. Novation Launchkey 49. 

Figure 2.7. Line 6 Mobile Keys 49.
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VIDEO 2.3 LINE 6 MOBILE KEYS 46. 

Roland A-49 ($299 list price) 
www.rolandus.com/products/details/1242

The Roland A-49 MIDI keyboard controller features a high-quality, velocity-sensitive 
synth-action keyboard in a trim, roadworthy package that weighs in at under six 
pounds. It offers USB and iPad compatibility, as well as onboard control of Roland 
SuperNATURAL-powered synths. Also included are assignable knobs and switches, 
octave and transpose buttons, sustain and expression pedal inputs, and Roland’s bend/
mod lever and D-BEAM controller. 

Weighted 88-Key Keyboards 
So far, all of the keyboards mentioned have synth- or organ-like keys. They do not 
“feel” like an acoustic piano. What manufacturers do to give the feel of playing an 
acoustic piano is add weight to the keys; hence the term weighted keys. This category 
also features keyboards with a full 88-key complement, the same as the standard 
acoustic piano. 

Yamaha P-105 ($999 list price) 
http://usa.yamaha.com/products/musical-instruments/keyboards/digitalpianos/ 
p_series/p-105/?mode=model

Yamaha’s P-105 digital piano with 88 weighted keys strives to emulate the sound and 
feel of a real acoustic grand piano. Built around the sound of Yamaha’s CFIIIS concert 
grand piano, it emulates the dynamic feel of real acoustic piano strings. It connects 
directly to the iPad via the Apple Camera Kit USB connector. 

Figure 2.8 
http://youtu.be/GTLM2TfJUFk 

Figure 2.9. Roland A-49. 
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Roland A-88 ($1149 list price)
www.rolandus.com/products/details/1243

The Roland A-88 MIDI keyboard controller gives you Roland’s Ivory Feel-G 
Keyboard with Escapement in a trim, roadworthy package that offers USB and iPad 
compatibility, as well as onboard control of Roland SuperNATURAL-powered synths. 
You get robust performance control with assignable knobs and switches, octave and 
transpose buttons, keyboard split and layer functions, sustain and expression pedal 
inputs, and Roland’s bend/mod lever and D-BEAM controller.  

VIDEO 2.4 ROLAND A-88 AND A-49. 

Step 2: What You Need to Connect the 
MIDI Keyboard to Your iPad
After you have selected a type of MIDI keyboard, you should review what is needed in 
order for the device to connect to your iPad. The options include the following:

1. Some keyboards, such as the iRig KEYS with Lightning, do not need any other 
devices, as they connect directly to the iPad via the Lightning or 30-pin connector. 

2. If the keyboard is iOS class compliant (the majority of the keyboards listed in this 
chapter), then you will need the Apple Camera Connector Kit, which adds a USB 
input, and you connect the keyboard’s USB cable directly to your iPad. 

Figure 2.10. Yamaha P-105.

Figure 2.11 Roland A-88.

Figure 2.12  
http://youtu.be/614K-P6nu_4
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3. If you have an older MIDI keyboard that does not have USB or direct connection to the 
iPad (none of which are listed in this chapter), then you will need to purchase a MIDI 
interface that connects to the iPad as well as the keyboard’s MIDI in and out ports. 

Where’s the USB Port?
If the MIDI keyboard you have selected must be connected to the iPad via USB, you 
will need to purchase an adapter, as the iPad does not have a USB port.

Class Compliant Device
A class compliant device is one that doesn’t require drivers to be installed in order to 
connect to a Windows or Macintosh computer, or to your iPad. Class compliant devices 
use drivers that are already built into the operating system of the device (computer 
or iPad). To find out if your USB audio or MIDI device is class compliant, check the 
manufacturer’s web page. The keyboards listed in this chapter are all class compliant. 

The following options are for connecting one MIDI keyboard directly to your iPad. 
For connecting multiple MIDI devices, refer to chapter 6. 

Apple Camera Connection Kit 
The cable that came with your iPad, which is designed to connect your iPad to your 
Mac or Windows computer, can’t be used to connect MIDI gear. The reason is that 
the USB plug is designed to plug into a female USB port on your Mac or Windows 
computer (see chapter 1). 

The Apple Camera Connection Kit connects to the iPad port and makes it possible 
to connect to it via the USB port that is part of the kit. It was originally designed for 
connecting cameras, but since it is a USB port, it will work with MIDI gear that does 
not require drivers to be installed. 

For iPads that use the 30-pin connector, the Apple Camera Connection Kit comes 
in two different configurations: one is a USB port, and the other is an SD card reader 
to import photos, audio, and videos directly from a camera or audio device SD card: 
http://store.apple.com/us/product/MC531ZM/A/apple-ipad-camera-connection-kit. 

For iPads that use the Lightning connector (see chapter 1), you should purchase the 
Lightning to USB Camera Connector. This item is only one cable. If you want to import 
SD card data, you will have to purchase a separate device: http://store.apple.com/us/
product/MD822ZM/A/lightning-to-sd-card-camera-reader. 

Figure 2.13 Apple Camera Connection Kit 
with 30-pin connector. 


